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Warnings and Cautions

Warning! Agency approval for hazardous location installations varies between flow meter models.

Consult the flow meter nameplate for specific flow meter approvals before any hazardous

location installation.

Warning! Hot tapping must be performed by a trained professional. U.S.regulationsoftenrequirea

hot tap permit.

The manufacturer of the hot tap equipment and/or the contractor performing the hot tap is

responsible for providing proof of such a permit

Warning! All wiring procedures must be performed with the power Off.

Warning! To avoid potential electric shock, follow National Electric Code safety practices or your

local code when wiring this unit to a power source and to peripheral devices.

Failure to do so could result in injury or death.

All AC power connections must be in accordance with published CE directives.

Warning! Do not power the flow meter with the sensor jumper wires disconnected. 

This could cause over-heating of the sensors and/or damage to the electronics.

Warning! Before attempting any flow meter repair, verify that the line is de-pressurized.

Warning! Always remove main power before disassembling any part of the mass flow meter.

Caution! Before making adjustments to the Smart Electronics device, verify the flow meter is not

actively monitoring or reporting to any master control system. Adjustments to the electronics

will cause direct changes to flow control settings.

Caution! All flow meter connections, isolation valves and fittings for hot tapping must have the same

or higher pressure rating as the main pipeline.

Caution! Changing the length of cables or interchanging sensors or sensor wiring will affect the accuracy

of the flow meter. You cannot add or subtract wire length without returning the meter to the

factory for re-calibration.

Caution! When using toxic or corrosive gases, purge the line with inert gas for a minimum of four hours

at full gas flow before installing the meter.

Caution! The AC wire insulation temperature rating must meet or exceed 71°C (158°F).

Caution! Printed circuit boards are sensitive to electrostatic discharge. To avoid damaging the board,

follow these precautions to minimize the risk of damage :

• before handling the assembly, discharge your body by touching a grounded, metal object

• handle all cards by their edges unless otherwise required

• when possible, use grounded electrostatic discharge wrist straps when handling sensitive

components
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction

Series KC-2600 Smart-Programmable Thermal Mass Flow Meters
Golden Rules Series KC-2600 Smart Insertion Thermal Mass Flow Meter provides a reliable 

solution for gas and liquid flow measurement applications. 

Low-flow sensitivity, fast response and outstanding range ability have made this model the 

instrument of choice for many critical gas and liquid flow applications.

For stable and reliable mass flow reading, the meter’s rugged Smart-IN™ sensor automatically 

corrects for changes in gas temperature and pressure which eliminates the need for separate 

temperature and pressure transducers.

The versatile microprocessor-based transmitter integrates the functions of flow-range 

adjustment, meter validation and diagnostics in a probe-mounted or remotely-mounted housing. 

Mass flow rate and totalized flow, as well as other configuration variables are displayed on the 

meter’s optional 2 x 16 LCD display.

The gauge indicates output, pulse and electric current. The programmable transmitter is easily 

configured via RS-485 and Golden Rules Smart Interface software or through three push 

buttons built into the device.

The Series KC-2600 is suitable for insertion into pipes or ducts from three inches up to 72 

inches.

The Series KC-2600 Thermal Mass Flow Meter’s simple installation combines with an easy-to-

use interface that provides quick set up, long term reliability and accurate mass flow 

measurement over a wide range of flows and conditions.

Using This Manual
This manual provides information needed to install and operate the Series KC-2600 Smart 

Insertion Thermal Mass Flow Meter.

The four chapters of this manual cover these areas :

• Chapter 1 includes the introduction and product description

• Chapter 2 provides installation and wiring instructions

• Chapter 3 describes system operation and programming

• Chapter 4 covers troubleshooting and repair

The product specifications are found in Appendix A.
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Receipt of System Components
When receiving a Golden Rules Thermal mass flow meter, carefully check the outside packing carton for 

damage incurred in shipment.

If the carton is damaged, notify the local carrier and submit a report to the factory or distributor.

Remove the packing slip and check that all ordered components are present. Make sure any spare

parts or accessories are not discarded with the packing material.

Do not return any equipment to the factory without first contacting Golden Rules Customer Service.

Technical Assistance
If you encounter a problem with your flow meter, review the configuration information for each step

of the installation, operation and setup procedures.

Verify that your settings and adjustments are consistent with factory recommendations.

Refer to Chapter 4, Troubleshooting, for specific information and recommendations.

If the problem persists after following the troubleshooting procedures outlined in Chapter 4, contact

Golden Rules by fax or by E-mail (see inside front cover).

For urgent phone support you may call (+82) 032-817-1240 between 

09:00 a.m. and 18:00p.m.PST.

When contacting Technical Support, make sure to include this information :

• The flow range, serial number and Golden Rules order number (All marked on the meter nameplate)

• The software version (Visible at start up)

• The problem you are encountering and any corrective action taken

• Application information (Gas, liquid, Pressure, Temperature and piping configuration)

Note and Safety Information

We use caution and warning statements throughout this book to draw your attention to important 

information.

This statement appears with information that This statement appears with information that

is important to protect people and equipment is important for protecting your equipment

from damage. Pay very close attention to all and performance. Read and follow all cautions

warnings that apply to your application. that apply to your application.
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Chapter 2 Installation

Chapter 2 Installation

Agency approval for 

Hazardous location installations 

Varies between flow meter models.

Consult the flow meter nameplate 

for specific flow meter approvals 

before any hazardous location 

installation.

Installation Overview

The Series KC-2600 flow meter is factory calibrated to the specific

pipe size shown on the meter’s Certificate of Calibration. The factory

Calibration eliminates the task of calculating the average flow across

the pipe to determine the correct insertion depth. Simply insert the flow

meter sensor to the centerline position of the pipe.

(If the pipe size differs from the meter’s calibrated size, return the meter

to the factory for re-calibration.)

When selecting an installation site, make sure that :

1. Line pressure and temperature will not exceed the flow meter rating.

Temperature should not vary more than 100°C (200°F) around the

calibration temperature. Line pressure should not vary more than 50 psi

(3.4 bar) around the calibrated pressure.

2. The location meets the required minimum number of pipe diameters upstream

and downstream of the sensor head (see Figure 2-1 on the next page).

3. Safe and convenient access with adequate clearance. Also, verify the meter is

located where the gas is clean and dry and the meter is calibrated for the gas to

be measured.

4. When using a CSA, FM or Ex approved flow meter, verify that the cable entry

into the instrument meets the specific standard required for that approval.

5. For remote installations, verify the supplied cable length is sufficient to connect

the flow meter sensor to the remote electronics.

(Do not extend or shorten the supplied cable between the probe and the electronics.)

Also, before installation check your flow system for anomalies such as :

• Leaks

• Valves or restrictions in the flow path that could create disturbances in the flow

profile that might cause unexpected flow rate indications.

• Heaters that might cause rapid excursions in the measured temperature.



Figure 2-1. Recommended Pipe Length Requirements forInstallation
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Select an installation site that will minimize possible distortion in the flow profile. 

Valves, elbows, control valves and other piping components may cause flow 

disturbances. 

Check your specific piping condition against the examples shown below. 

In order to achieve accurate and repeatable performance install the flow meter using the 

recommended number of straight run pipe diameters upstream and downstream of the 

sensor.



Correct AlignmentIncorrect  
Alignment
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Figure 2-2. Low Pressure Tap InsertionDepth
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Figure 2-3. High Pressure Tap InsertionDepth
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Figure 2-4. Wiring Access KC-2600 SeriesEnclosure

The KC-2600 enclosure type uses AC or DC terminals for  

power connections and uses 4-20mA OUT +,OUT- termin

als for signal connection.To comply with all CE  standard 

requirements use AC or DC connection method  mentione

d below

Standard type terminal block

To avoid ptenial  electric
al shock,  connect the ph
antom to  power source 
or when  connecting to 
any  peripherals follow 
NEC  safety guidelines or  
local regulations.If you  f
ail to do so injury or  dea
th could follow. All  pow
er connections  must be 
in accordance  with CE r
egulatoryguide  lines.

Power supply terminal
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Explosion- proff terminalblock
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Power supply terminal

Flow rate  sensor  

connection  terminal 

(Internaluse)

Flow rate  sensor  

connection  terminal 

(Internaluse)



Figure 3-1. Smart ElectronicsDeviceLocations
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Thermal mass flow meter (KC-2600 series) Field current (4-20mA)  adjus

tment method
I will show you how to adjust the current.

1.Press the MODE + UP + SET keys simultaneously.

2.Press the SHIFT key twice. If you press the UP key once, the password becomes 10.  In this s

tate, press the SET key

3. Press the MODE key to display the A-OUT ZE CAL menu and press SET.

4. Use the SHIFT and UP keys to set the 4mA precisely.

5. If the A-OUT SP CAL matches the 20mA output, if it is wrong Method.

6. When A-OUT TEST is displayed on the screen, press SET key and press UP key. 4mA at 0%, 

8mA at 25% , At 50% 12mA , At 75% 16mA, check if  At 100%20mA,  as correct.

7.Press MODE key to exit MODE END when SET is pressed.
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KC-2600



30000 30007

and 30000

30000 ~ 30007)

a. CURRENT FLOW RATE, FLOW RATE, ACCUMULATED VALUE OF TOTAL COUNT

RESPONSE TO DATA REQUEST

(30000. 30001):THE CURREN FLOW BALUE

It’s 1 digit value with same to decimal point

30002: Unit of flow rate

30003: Current flow cate  

The same decimal point is 1 digit and the unit is m⁄s

<20>



Cumulated value

30004,30005

Using 2 word and the formula is (Value of 30005 × 65536) + 30004

-The value is combined with the decimal point of DATA6(MOD-BUS ADDRESS30006  

Ex) The value of DATA4. DATA5 is 123456 if value of DATA6 is 1 true accumulate  valu

e is TOTAL COUNT is 12345.6

DATA6(MOD-BUS ADDRESS 300006): TOTAL COUNT DECIMAL POINT OF  

CUMULATIVE VALUE

30007) :
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KC-2600

LOW SCALE,  HIGH SCALE, OUT PUT LOW RANGE, 

HIGH RANGE, TOTAL COUNT

ALL PARAMETERS
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KC-2600
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FLUX LOW SCALE, HIGH SCALE, ANALOG OUTPUT LOW RANGE, HIGH RANGE, TOTAL COUNT

accumulated value parameter correspond to it.

FLUX LOW SCALE value



Symptom possible causes measure

Flow rate measurement value is

wrong or fluctuates too much

Abnormal flow
Refer to chapter.2Installation 

conditions

The front and rear pipe

diameters of the sensor are

smaller thanrequired

specification

Refet to chapter.2 installation

conditions

Insertion sensor is not securely

fastened

Secure the sensor firmly in

place without vibration.

The constituent parts of the 

sensor are damaged
Exchange od repair

Failure if electronic caution Exchange od repair

Bad ground Refer to chapter.2 wiring

Moisture in gas

Install moisture eliminator of

filler at the front end of the

sensor

Measured value is too high or

low

Sensor is not installed correctly

in the direction of fluid flow

Sensor is installed with the

momitor facing front

Sensor not inserted at the

correct depth

Set the measuring point to be

in the center of the pipe

No response from the sensor

The power is off Switch on power

The low-speed removal value

was set too high (FLO SPD cut 

0.1m⁄s)

Correctly reset lpw-speed

removal function

Exceeds low flow measurement

limit below instrument

minimum measurement range

Factory inquiry

Set the user setting range

equal to the manufacturing

setting range

Expand the piping to below the

maximum the measuring range

of the meter nameplate or 

inquire at factory

No pulse output

Relay coil insufficient current

capacity

Relay coil current should be 

within 25mA maximum relay

Torsion of instrument

appearance

Relocate installation to another

installation location

several vortex flow
Setup separate blower or idle

mixer or valve near instrument

Self diagnosis function sensor

and sensor board

When detects PCB failure

Sensor failure BAD substrate

(MODE lamp flashing red)

Replace ield after confirming

fault

Check for sensor failure

(RH and GND = 48Ω)

(RH and GND =1280Ω)

Check factory repair board

fault (Display not directed)
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